Attachment IV

Call on the Public to fill out Pages of Testimony at your Memorial Event

Please display Promotional posters (available in English, Hebrew or Russian) together with "Pages of Testimony" (available in a number of languages) and call on the public to help grow the names database. To order posters please contact: names.outreach@yadvashem.org.il

Additional promotional materials (newsletter texts, website banners, articles etc.) are available in the "materials toolkit" link in our community outreach guide.

If your local synagogue, school or Jewish community organization has created a memorial project commemorating Holocaust victims that you would like to share with Yad Vashem, please contact: names.outreach@yadvashem.org.il.

We invite you to make use of this short Video for Memorial Names Recitation Ceremony. (click here for video and accompanying text)

Since uploading the database to the Internet in 2004 there have been hundreds of families who have been reunited with or discovered relatives with whom they had lost contact in the wake of the Shoah. A sampling of additional remarkable stories of discovery can be viewed online.